
     TSH style guide 

 
Hey There Stranger, 

 
So you want to send us some of your work? That’s 

bloody brillo, just have a quick read of our Style Guide 
below and then send your pitch to Kate at: 

twentysomethinghumans@gmail.com. 
 

Alright, alright, alright. 
 
 

 
 
 
Writers 
 
Handy Hints 
 
Before you pitch anything ask yourself this: will this be relatable to other people? 
Will anyone else care? People want to see themselves in the content that they’re 
reading (or at least someone that they know). Make sure people are actively 
engaged in what you’re saying rather than passively reading your own opinions. 
 
Have a look at the content that we have already published to gather an 
understanding of the tone/vibe that we’re going for. We like things to be cheeky and 
fun (we never shy away from a good swear word) but we’re also open to publishing 
content with a serious tone (if the topic calls for that). 



Length 
 
Between 600-800 words usually. Unless you have a huge amount of stuff to say. 
Generally, less is more though. 
 
Topics 
 
We cover everything from lifestyle content, sex & relationships, interviews (we love 
interviews with cool, young twenty-somethings!), food and reviews. We don’t often 
publish fiction work but hey, we’re open to trying new things if you are! 
 
Expectations 
 
As we are still in our infancy we are not yet able to pay our contributors (we are 
hoping that may change one day soon) so we really appreciate all of your time and 
words that you give us. If you pitch an idea we like to have a turn around of at least 
a week, so please only pitch if you think you’ll have the time to deliver the juicy 
goods. 
 
Style 
 
Please send articles as a word document, 12pt font, nicely spaced and with a fun 
heading. Just makes our lives so.much.easier. ;)  
 
 
Photographers & Artists 
 
We LOVE being able to showcase wonderful up and coming artists and 
photographers. If you’ve got a series that you’d like to pitch to us or think that your 
stuff may work well to accompany some of our editorial content, then send through a 
few examples of your work. 
 
Again, we are unable to offer payment at this stage however we are always happy to 
link to any of your online portfolios and promote the fuck out of your work. 
 
Creative Beings in general 
 
We’re always looking for feedback or cool ideas from fellow creative cats that think 
they could bring something fun and interested to TSH. If you’ve got an idea for a video 
project, art project or something a little outside of the ordinary, please feel free to 
pitch it to us, we’d love collaborative work! 


